Two highly conserved regions of the 586-nucleotide yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) Ul small nuclear RNA (snRNA) can be mutated or deleted with little or no effect on growth rate: the universally conserved loop II (corresponding to the metazoan A loop) and the yeast core region (X. Liao, L. Kretzner, B. Seraphin, and M. Rosbash, Genes Dev. 4:1766-1774. To examine the contribution of these regions to Ul small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) 
in both yeast and mammalian cells.
Ul small nuclear RNA (snRNA) of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is 586 nucleotides long, 4.5 times larger than its highly conserved metazoan counterpart. The proposed secondary structure model for yeast Ul (9) suggests that most of the structural elements found in the shorter metazoan molecule are present in the yeast molecule. Also present are two highly structured yeast-specific regions that replace the metazoan B and C loops. One of the yeastspecific regions is particularly well conserved among different yeast species and constitutes the yeast core region (Fig.  1) .
Structure-function analysis has shown that conserved regions of the yeast Ul molecule can be deleted with little or no effect on the strains carrying the mutated gene (11, 23) . For example, a deletion of the universally conserved loop II (ALII), corresponding to the metazoan A loop (10, 22) , has no influence on growth, whereas a deletion of 95 nucleotides encompassing the yeast core region (AYC) compromises growth at 37°C only slightly. However, when these two mutations are combined in cis, i.e., in a single Ul molecule, there is a pronounced growth defect. This phenotype is not accompanied by effects on Ul RNA levels, suggesting that the growth defect is due to an impaired Ul small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) activity rather than to a limitation in snRNP levels (11) . We ascribed the failure to observe growth defects in the single mutants to the fact that the mutations do not decrease splicing activity sufficiently to reduce growth rate.
To test this interpretation, a nearly wild-type but nonfunctional Ul RNA gene was expressed in these singly mutant strains. The results show that growth is compromised in the presence of the nonfunctional Ul RNA, consistent with the notion that single mutant Ul snRNPs are indeed functionally impaired despite the absence of a phenotype under normal circumstances. A detailed examination of the Ul RNA levels from the different genes and the measurement of mutant and wild-type Ul RNA half-lives suggest that aberrant Ul sn-RNA-protein interactions during snRNP assembly account for a number of observations in mammalian cells as well as in yeast cells.
MATERUILS AND METHODS
Plasmids and strains. The plasmids carrying the wild-type Ul gene (U1WT) and the mutant Ul genes (LII-29A [previously called LII-30A], ALII, HVII-ml, and AYC) were described earlier as pXL8 and derivatives, respectively (11) . AVII-VIII was constructed similarly as a pXL8 derivative.
The GAL-U1WT (galactose-inducible U1WT gene) plasmid (also called pXL46) was obtained as follows. Plasmid pTZSNR19-SalI (11, 19) (9) . The point mutations LII-29A (C -> A substitution at position +29 of loop II, previously called LII-30A [11] ) and HVII-ml (UUC -* CGG substitution in helix VII) are indicated by arrows. The shaded areas correspond to the deletions ALII (loop II), AVII-VIII (helix-loops VII and VIII), and AYC (yeast core).
The GAL-U1ST plasmid is identical to GAL-U1WT except for T --C and C --G substitutions at positions +6 and +8, respectively, of the Ul snRNA gene. GAL-U1ST (ST for sterile) was obtained by a two-step cloning procedure using pBS72 as an intermediate vector (11, 19, 20) . The merodiploid strains were generated by transforming GAL-U1WT or GAL-U1ST into the various mutant strains, using a double selection. The merodiploid strains containing 2,um plasmids were constructed similarly. The merodiploid UlWT/GAL-AYC was obtained by transformation of GAL-AYC into U1WT. The GAL-U1WT and GAL-AYC haploid strains were generated by selecting for merodiploid mitotic segregants that had lost the AYC and U1WT plasmids, respectively. 
RESULTS
Presence of a nonfunctional Ul snRNA affects growth of Ul mutant strains. A Ul snRNA gene was mutated in vitro to generate a gene encoding a Ul transcript that should assemble well into a Ul snRNP but would be nonfunctional. The nonfunctional Ul snRNA gene (GAL-U1ST) is identical to the GAL-Ul gene previously described (19) but contains two nucleotide substitutions at its 5' end (a T --C substitution at position +6 and a C -b G substitution at position +8). These mutations are lethal and presumably block splicing at an early stage of the spliceosome assembly pathway; GAL-U1ST is defined as nonfunctional on the basis of this lethality. The GAL-U1ST gene is also recessive, as it has no obvious effect on growth when expressed in a strain containing a U1WT gene. Importantly, it is dominant in strains expressing other mutant Ul snRNAs. Table 1 summarizes the phenotypes observed at 30 and 37°C of several merodiploid strains that contain GAL-U1ST. The GAL-U1ST gene as well as the other Ul genes present in these strains are carried by low-copy-number centromeric plasmids (two to three copies per cell). When GAL-U1ST is expressed (by growth on galactose) in strains containing the loop II deletion (ALII) or a single point mutation in loop II (LII-29A), the growth rate decreases at both temperatures. The presence of the GAL-U1ST gene also enhances the phenotypes of strains carrying yeast core mutations (see Fig.  1 vivo splicing efficiency with poorly spliced pre-mRNA reporter gene constructs also indicated the importance of position 29 despite the lack of a growth phenotype (11) . Also, the corresponding position in the mammalian Ul snRNA (C-31) has been shown to be of functional importance (27) . These observations support the notion that although all of the Ul mutants examined may give rise to less functional Ul snRNPs, these impairments are detectable at the level of growth only in presence of the competing GAL-U1ST.
Ul snRNA levels in merodiploid strains. To determine whether the phenotypic effects of GAL-U1ST are due to a decrease in the steady-state levels of the mutant Ul snRNAs, RNA levels were examined by primer extension in three merodiploid strains (ALII+GAL-U1ST, AVII-VIII+GAL-U1ST, and AYC+GAL-U1ST) (Fig. 2) . As a control, the mutant Ul snRNA levels were examined in the presence of GAL-U1WT. In Fig. 2 , the longer extension products correspond to GAL-U1ST or GAL-U1WT snRNAs and the shorter ones correspond to the deletion mutant Ul snRNAs.
The levels of the mutant RNAs are approximately the same whether they are present as the sole Ul RNA (Fig. 2,  lanes 3, 8, and 13) or are in the presence of GAL-U1ST, both at 30°C and at 37°C (Fig. 2, lanes 5, 10, and 15 and 1 and 2) , indicating that the presence of the GAL UAS does not lead to the accumulation of substantially higher levels of Ul snRNA (less than twofold).
The presence of GAL-U1WT affects mutant Ul RNA levels. Figure 2 also shows that the mutant snRNA levels are affected differently when challenged by GAL-U1WT rather than by GAL-U1ST. In contrast to GAL-U1ST, GAL- U1WT decreases the levels of AYC by a factor of 5 to 6 and mildly affects the levels of ALII Ul snRNAs (Fig. 2, lanes 9 and 11 and lanes 4 and 6, respectively). The same results were obtained by Northern (RNA) blot analysis, excluding the possibility that the observed differences in levels are due to unequal primer extension efficiencies of wild-type and mutant Ul snRNAs (data not shown). This result indicates that GAL-U1WT is a stronger competitor than GAL-U1ST and suggests that the two point mutations present near the 5' end of GAL-U1ST decrease its ability to compete with the other Ul snRNA.
Two mechanisms can be considered in order to explain the five-to sixfold decrease in AYC levels caused by the presence of GAL-U1WT. The first is transcriptional, but we suspect that a difference in transcription rate between the GAL-Ul promoter and the wild-type Ul promoter makes no more than a minor contribution to this effect. For example, the same two promoters are compared in several other strains (e.g., lanes 4 and 6 or lanes 14 and 16 in Fig. 2 , where the levels of ALII and AVII-VIII can be compared with those of GAL-U1WT), and there is little difference in RNA levels.
The second mechanism, and the one we favor, is competition for limiting protein factors that affect snRNP assembly or turnover of the AYC Ul snRNA in the presence of wild-type Ul snRNA.
Wild-type and mutant Ul snRNAs have indistinguishable half-lives. To determine whether an increased turnover rate of AYC is responsible for its lowered levels in the presence of GAL-U1WT, the half-life of this mutant Ul snRNA in the presence of wild-type Ul snRNA was determined and compared with the half-life of wild-type Ul snRNA. For this purpose, we made a GAL UAS fusion construct of AYC (GAL-AYC) comparable to that of GAL-U1WT. We generated one strain that contained the plasmid GAL-AYC in a wild-type Ul background (UlWT/GAL-AYC strain) and another that contained GAL-U1WT in the AYC background (GAL-UlWT/AYC). The concentration of the galactoseinduced transcripts in total RNA was monitored in the two strains after repression of transcription by switching to glucose-containing medium. The cells continued to grow with the same rate after the carbon source was changed, so the decrease of the GAL-AYC or GAL-U1WT RNAs observed in the two strains during continued incubation in glucose is due to both dilution and turnover.
The levels of GAL-U1WT and GAL-AYC RNA were analyzed by primer extension, quantified, and represented graphically as a function of time (Fig. 3) . To evaluate the half-lives of the two Ul snRNAs, we established straight lines through the measured values by a simple regression fit. The slopes of these straight lines were compared with those from straight lines corresponding to the decay of RNAs with either an infinite or a 16-h theoretical half-life in a culture with the same growth rate (2-h generation time). Comparison of the four slopes obtained from the calculated and measured values (Fig. 3) indicates that both GAL-U1WT and GAL-AYC RNAs have half-lives of more than 16 h. Similar results VOL. 13, 1993 2130 STUTZ ET AL. were obtained by analyzing strains containing GAL-AYC as the sole Ul gene (data not shown). The similarity of the two theoretical straight lines (for infinite and 16-h half-lives) indicates that differences in half-lives in this time range are difficult to establish experimentally. Since the relative decay rates of GAL-U1WT and GAL-AYC cannot be determined more accurately, we conclude that the two RNAs are characterized by similar, extremely long half-lives.
Mutant Ul snRNA accumulation rate is reduced in the presence of U1WT. The absence of a detectable difference in turnover rate between mutant and wild-type Ul RNAs prompted us to design two additional galactose inductiondepletion experiments to test whether there is a measurable difference in accumulation rate. In the first set of experiments, two strains were compared; one contained the GAL-U1WT gene in a AYC mutant background (GAL-UlWT/ AYC strain), and the other contained the galactose-inducible AYC gene in a U1WT background (UlWT/GAL-AYC strain). For the rapid induction of the GAL UAS-bearing genes, cells were grown in glycerol-lactate medium, in which only the gene without the GAL UAS is transcribed. The cells were then switched to galactose medium, which induces transcription of the second (GAL UAS-containing) Ul gene, and the levels of both RNAs were monitored during growth in this medium.
The AYC RNA level drops rapidly after induction of GAL-U1WT (Fig. 4) . As the half-life of GAL-AYC is very long (more than 16 h), the rapid decrease indicates that induction of GAL-U1WT affects the synthesis rate of the mutant Ul snRNP. The decrease in AYC RNA is paralleled by a rapid accumulation of GAL-U1WT RNA. The reciprocal experiment gives rise to different results; namely, the induction of GAL-AYC leads to a much less rapid decrease in the relative levels of wild-type Ul RNA (Fig. 4) . Consistent with this observation is the slower accumulation of GAL-AYC than of GAL-U1WT (compare the accumulation curves in Fig. 4B ). The steady-state differences in RNA levels (approximately fivefold; Fig. 2 and data not shown) are nearly reached in 6 h, much too quickly to be accounted for by an effect on half-life only if the half-life is greater than 16 h.
In the second set of experiments, Ul snRNA levels were examined in the GAL-U1WT/AYC merodiploid strain after a switch from galactose to glucose. Figure 5 shows that as already described (Fig. 3) , the levels of the repressed U1WT snRNA decrease roughly by a factor of 2 every 2 h, i.e., every generation, as a result of cell growth and dilution. RNA turnover contributes only marginally or not at all to the disappearance of the RNA. Interestingly, the repression of the U1WT gene leads to a rapid increase in the mutant Ul snRNA levels, which reach half-maximal values in approximately 4 h. As argued above, this increase is too rapid to be accounted for by changes in half-life alone. Both sets of experiments indicate that the accumulation rate of the mutant Ul snRNA is responding to the expression of the U1WT gene, most likely during snRNP assembly.
Effects of gene dosage on Ul snRNA levels. To test further that the different Ul snRNAs are competing for some limiting component, we generated merodiploid strains containing increased copy numbers of the wild-type or mutant Ul gene. This was achieved by cloning the different genes into a 2,um high-copy-number plasmid present at 10 to 15 copies per cell (5 to 10 times more than the centromeric plasmids used in the preceding experiments). Figure 6 compares RNA levels in merodiploid strains containing the GAL-' YC MOL. CELL. BIOL. wild-type and mutant Ul snRNA genes on low-and highcopy-number plasmids. The data show that when the strains are grown in glucose (only one of the two genes is active), an increase in gene copy number leads to no more than a twofold increase in total Ul snRNA levels (compare U1WT RNA levels in strains U1WT/GAL-AYC and UlWT-2,u/ GAL-AYC [lanes 1 and 7] or mutant Ul levels in the strains GAL-U1WT/AYC and GAL-U1WT/AYC-2p. [ Fig. 6 ), and identical ratios are obtained when both genes contain conventional Ul promoters (data not shown). Since the GAL-Ul promoter is at least three times more active than the U1WT promoter (in an assay that measured 3-galactosidase transcripts; data not shown), the results suggest that Ul snRNP levels in a wild-type strain are at a maximum or nearly so. This interpretation is reinforced by examining the Ul RNA levels in strains that carry a 2,um plasmid with a 10-to 15-fold increase in Ul gene copy number. These strains accumulate no more than twice as much Ul RNA as do those that carry low-copy-number plasmids ( Fig. 6 ; compare lanes 1 and 7 or lanes 3 and 11). All of these observations suggest that Ul transcripts synthesized in excess of the supply of some limiting protein factor would be rapidly degraded and scored as "not synthesized" on the time scales of our experiments. Ribosome synthesis is controlled in a similar fashion; in the 16) ; the plasmids present in the merodiploid strains are specified above the lanes. Each strain was grown in glucose (-) or in galactose (+). The wild-type and mutant Ul primer extension products are shown. The RNA levels were determined by using a Phosphorlmager, and the U1WT/AYC ratios are indicated below. VOL. 13, 1993 absence of ribosomal proteins, pre-rRNA is synthesized normally but is rapidly degraded (21, 25) .
A model in which excess transcripts compete for limiting proteins during snRNP assembly is supported by the observation that a 5-to 10-fold increase in the copy number of the AYC mutant gene increases the ratio of AYC RNA to wild-type RNA by a factor of 5 to 10 ( Fig. 6; compare lanes  2 and 6 or lanes 4 and 12) . Curiously, in the reciprocal experiment, in which the wild-type gene copy number is increased, the ratio of wild-type to mutant RNA increases less than twofold (Fig. 6, lanes 2 and 8 or lanes 4 and 10) . This result suggests that a fraction of mutant Ul transcripts may escape the competition. One possibility is that a fraction of the mutant RNA is localized to a different subnuclear compartment. Another is that a fraction of mutant transcripts assembles into stable snRNP particles without interacting with the putative limiting proteins; i.e., they may facilitate but not be absolutely necessary for snRNP assembly.
The presence of limiting snRNP assembly factors is compatible with a number of studies in mammalian cells; e.g., this type of regulation might contribute to the dosage compensation that influences the expression of Ul genes in mammalian cells (12) . Yuo and Weiner (27) found that loop II (A loop) mutations that affected Ul snRNP function also affected the mutant snRNP levels. Other mutant Ul RNAs have also been shown to be unstable in HeLa cells (with a half-life of 1 to 2 h) and to be expressed only at low levels in rat cells (8, 26) . On the basis of the studies reported here, we suggest that the effects of Ul snRNA mutations on snRNP levels in mammalian cells are at the level of snRNP synthesis (assembly) rather than snRNP turnover and that the final levels of Ul snRNPs are influenced by a competition between the newly synthesized mutant and endogenous wildtype snRNAs for limiting protein factors. Interestingly, comparable mutant Ul RNAs are able to accumulate to high levels in the Xenopus oocyte system. This observation might reflect the absence of competition between the mutant and wild-type Ul RNAs; i.e., the oocyte may contain a large stockpile of snRNP proteins that are normally limiting in rapidly growing mammalian cells (4, 5) .
In contrast to the wild-type gene, the addition of the GAL-U1ST gene did not reduce the mutant Ul RNA levels (Fig. 2, lanes 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, and 17) . It did, however, enhance the growth phenotypes of the Ul mutant strains (Table 1) . We suggest that the GAL-U1ST effect might be due to a competition for protein factors, but one that results only in a functional limitation. These proteins might correspond to more loosely associated splicing factors which have no impact on Ul snRNP levels.
The fact that the GAL-U1ST gene does not affect (or only barely affects) AYC RNA levels provides evidence that the two point mutations at positions +6 and +8 alter the strength of the sterile Ul snRNA in competing for components that define Ul snRNP levels during snRNP assembly. This observation indicates that the 5' end of Ul snRNA is recognized and interacts with factors (in this case, presumably snRNP protein factors) prior to its functional interaction with pre-mRNA 5' splice sites during splicing. The yeast equivalent of the Ul snRNP-specific C protein is an attractive candidate for such a factor (7, 16 ). An interaction of this nature might help explain why the first 10 nucleotides of Ul RNA are more highly conserved than the 5' splice sites with which they interact (20) .
The hypothesis that competition for limiting proteins can also affect Ul snRNP function without any overt change in snRNP levels has several attractive features. First, it is parsimonious in that the mechanism proposed to explain the growth phenotypes caused by the GAL-U1ST gene is similar to that proposed to explain the changes in mutant snRNA levels; i.e., the difference between the two may be quantitative rather than qualitative. Second, it is related to our preferred explanation for the previously observed synergistic effects of two Ul snRNA mutations, e.g., mutations in loop II or the yeast core; when combined in cis, the mutants further compromised the function of Ul snRNP with little or no effect on snRNP levels (11) 
